
   
 

     

MEMORANDUM TO LEAGUES 

     

Subject: Season Commencement 

Date: 16 June 2020 

Audience: SFNL Clubs 

 
I refer to the above. 

Today I made a submission to the Sunraysia Football Netball League board on the 

information currently before the AFL in relation to the resumption of community sport.  

GOVERNMENT ADVICE 

AFL Government Relations staff have been in constant dialogue with State and Federal 

Health Authorities throughout the COVID19 crisis. Clearly, neither the AFL nor AFL Victoria 

would compromise the health of its participants, officials, and spectators.  

The government advice we have been receiving is that health authorities would like 

community sports to return. This is due to the health benefits community sport and physical 

activity poses on participants. Therefore, for AFL Victoria to simply cancel seasons in the 

State goes directly against Government advice. 

A conference with the AFL’s Chief Medical Officer last week confirmed that the threat of 

returning to football did not pose any greater risk to the community than the easing of 

restrictions in other environments such as pubs, schools, open spaces, gyms etc.  

The disease is not transmittable through sweat, adequate safeguards can be put in place to 

minimise the spread, the community was hyper alert on symptoms and containment 

measures are in place for quick containment.  

The AFL elite competition is back playing, the VFL will return in August, the NAB League is 

expected to return in August, an U18 National Championships carnival will likely be 

scheduled for September and junior and senior leagues are returning across Australia.  

Whilst it is true that many country and metropolitan leagues have cancelled, many did so 

thinking that the announcements made by the Andrews Government on Sunday would still 

be weeks away. 

The government is aware that community football relies on crowds, and our belief is that the 

latest announcement and timelines has catered for adult sport to coincide with the return of 

greater numbers to public gatherings. 

LATEST RESTRICTIONS EASING 

As per my memorandum to clubs distributed 15 June 2020, the recent State Government 

announcements have further cleared the way for a return to football competitions in 2020. 

The highlights of that announcements were the following:  



   
 

1. Full-contact training and competition for people 18 years and under can 

resume from Monday 22 June.  

2. Full-contact training for adults can resume from Monday 13 July.  

3. Full-contact competition resumption for adults from Monday 20 July.  

TRAINING SESSIONS 

The current Return to Small Outdoor Group Training protocols (https://aflvic.com.au/return-

to-play-roadmap-protocols/) will remain in place until 11:59 pm on June 21, at which point 

the new guidelines and protocols will come into play for 18 years and under, and July 13 for 

Seniors. 

GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS 

When the State Government makes an announcement, it is generally intended to be a one-

size fits all policy. Recent announcements on outdoor exercise in groups of 20, for example, 

is intended to cater for outdoor fitness classes, football, badminton, running groups, tennis 

etc. Similarly, public gatherings also anticipate audiences intending to attend museums, art 

galleries and public spaces. Clearly community football is a large communal space, with 

great outdoor areas where groups could congregate separate to each other, so there is 

flexibility in a football precinct.  

The process back end then becomes one where all the State sporting bodies need to submit 

their protocols to convince the government it is safe to accommodate a return to the sport. In 

recent times, this has resulted in a slight delay between an Andrews Government 

announcement and AFL Victoria’s formal response. This is because Sport & Recreation 

Victoria had not yet approved our protocols.  

CROWD SIZES 

The DHHS website currently refers to crowd sizes who may participate at a sporting event. 

The relevant section on that website states: 

Spectators for training and competitions must abide by gathering restrictions 

– spectators should be in groups of no more than 20 and spread out around 

the ground or venue. 

The word “groups” is a plural, so there appears to be scope to interpret that multiple groups 

are permitted to spectate at trainings and competitions provided they socially distance.  

DROMANA DRIVE THRU  

On Sunday 14 June 2020, the St Kilda Football Club hosted a members screening of their 

Round 2 clash with the Western Bulldogs at the Dromana Drive-Thru Cinema. It is reported 

up to 1500 vehicles attended the screening. Clearly, this sets a precedent that crowds may 

be permitted provided they stay in their vehicles.  

I wrote to the head of AFL Community and Stakeholder Relations for clarity on this point.  

The response contained the following highlights: 

(a) Indications were that there might not be a cap on crowds, only that they 

can not gather in groups of larger than 20; 

https://aflvic.com.au/return-to-play-roadmap-protocols/)
https://aflvic.com.au/return-to-play-roadmap-protocols/)


   
 

(b) In relation to people in vehicles, their (SRV) view is that this is a 

reasonable proposition and if it can be managed and has occurred in 

other locations (ie the St Kilda Dromana Drive-in example) then this 

should be fine. 

(c) things are tracking in the right direction to have crowds at local footy 

games, particularly by the time we get to senior competition in late July. 

(d) SRV is working with the Health Department and expect an answer by later 

this week or early next week.  

It is important to note that this was purely a verbal conversation over the phone with SRV 

and is not to be relied upon until such time as it is reflected in a formal response to the AFL’s 

queries.  

I estimate a ground might be capable of hosting up to 50 vehicles with reasonable viewing 

space for spectators to sit in. Presuming most cars carry two to three persons, there is 

already up to 150 spectators. This could be in addition to 50 in the bar area and groups of 20 

situated around the grounds.  

This is only on 16 June 2020, over a month before the scheduled start of the SFNL season.  

Given we are experiencing fortnightly easing of restrictions, there is obvious potential for 

greater easing in the time that remains before Round 1. 

HOSPITALITY 

Club dining rooms, bars and canteens come under the hospitality banner and are to be 

treated as such. This means they are subject to the density requirements and are not to be 

considered as spectators at sport. This means that clubs can begin to open their club rooms 

and serve meals in the meantime as we await the season start. 

Key takeaways on the recent announcements as at 16 June on hospitality venues are as 

follows: 

- From 11:59pm on 21 June, the limit will increase to 50 patrons per 

enclosed space. 

- From 11:59pm on 21 June, groups of up to 20 people can dine or drink 

together. They can be seated at the same table. 

- Retail TABs and TAB facilities inside licenses premises may open. 

- alcohol may be served without a meal if you are seated. 

- From 11:59pm on 21 June, nightclubs and bars will reopen from for up to 

50 customers per space. Only seated service can be offered, and groups 

are limited to a maximum of 20 customers. The four-square metre rule will 

apply. 

- Tables must continue to be spaced 1.5 metres apart. 

- Alcohol can be served without a meal when seated. 

- Bars, pubs, clubs, strip clubs and nightclubs can open for seated service 

only, with tables spaced 1.5 metres apart. 

- Venues with multiple divided spaces can have up to 50 patrons in each 

space if they comply with density requirements and there are controls in 

place for shared spaces, e.g. foyers and bathrooms. Tables should be 

spaced 1.5 metres apart. 



   
 

RECORD KEEPING/STRAIN ON VOLUNTEERS 

I have seen the protocols the AFL have drafted ahead of their submission to SRV. I have 

been asked to keep this strictly confidential to avoid a situation where they might be leaked, 

and information needs to change.  

At this point, however, I will give brief comment on a situation that concerns several clubs: 

the impact on volunteers of any requirements for COVID record-keeping or policing.  

Firstly, fines for non-compliance to any State Government restrictions will be issued by local 

police and not by the SFNL, AFL Sunraysia or AFL Victoria. 

In the protocols, there is no requirement upon clubs to keep a register of every attendee that 

enters the ground. Presuming the number is uncapped, or at least 500, this would obviously 

create significant hassles for club volunteers. I asked this question of both AFL Head of 

States Sam Graham, and Head of Community Football Stephen O’Donohue, and both 

advised that they did not see this as being a requirement unless specifically advised to do so 

by State Government authorities. 

Each club will be required to maintain a COVID officer to keep a record of attendees at 

training sessions for the near future. Matches will clearly be easy to do so, given the team 

sheet indicates participants as it is. Many will have found the COVID officer role to be 

relatively easy and clubs are to be congratulated for creating a form whereby the 

coach/officer ticks off attendees. Other clubs have utilised the app to great effect.  

It remains the club’s responsibility to ensure social distancing is adhered to. I believe that a 

collaborative marketing approach from all of AFL Sunraysia, the SFNL and the clubs can 

help overcome this. Printed signage can also be displayed in bar windows and around the 

grounds to remind attendees of the need to remain 1.5m a part. I’m confident that the 

community would likely adhere to this, anyway, given there is a genuine concern about the 

disease. 

TYPE 2 PERMITS 

I refer to the National Transfer Regulations (the NTR’s)  
 
Under the NTR’s a Type 2 Permit is defined as:  
 

Local Interchange Permit means, subject to completion of an Interchange 
Agreement, a permit (Type 2) allowing a player to play for a Club (other than 
the one to which the player is registered) subject to Home Club approval via 
Footyweb (Sports TG).  

 
Rule 2.3 of the National Transfer Regulations where it refers to clubs in recess and type 2 
permits. The contents of that rule is below:  
 

Leagues who have clubs who go into recess, as determined by AFL Victoria 
Country, shall be required to adopt a provision permitting any player of a 
Major or District League to play with a club in another League without a 
clearance for not more than one season provided that before or during the 
season he/ she shall obtain permission in writing from his parent club/league 
so to play.  
 



   
 

This written permission shall be made out in triplicate and signed by the 
applicant player. One copy which the opposing club Secretary or Captain is 
compelled to acknowledge by signing prior to the player taking the field must 
be forwarded by the Secretary of the club with which the player desires to 
play to the Secretary of that club’s League; one copy must be sent by the 
Secretary of the club/league granting such permit to the Secretary of his 
League, and the third copy shall be retained by the Secretary of the club/ 
league granting the permit.  
 
All such permits shall be filed as a Type 2 Permit by the respective 
Secretaries and retained for production whenever required.  

 
Permits cannot be issued for players to represent multiple clubs.  

 
This means that, with neighbouring leagues going into recess, if clubs who intended to play 
in season 2020 needed players, a type 2 permit would be accessible for players to utilise to 
play football if their home club is in recess. This would require approval of both clubs and the 
players would revert to their club of origin on 31 October 2020.  
 
AFL Victoria is drafting a rule specifically relating to COVID-related recess.  

Currently all of the Horsham League, Millewa League, Goulburn Valley League, Heathcote 

League, Kyrabram League, Golden Rivers Football League and Central Murray Football 

Netball League have cancelled which makes a number of players available to access a 

permit to play in the SFNL.  

These permits could be used to top up both senior and junior competitions, could enhance 

the standard of the seniors competitions for teams who could afford them under the points 

system and may encourage players to stay if they enjoy their experience with the SFNL.  

GILLON MCLACHLAN 

On Thursday 11 June 2020, I attended a conference with CEO Gillon McLachlan. Mr 

McLachlan stated that he expected crowds of up to 2000 to be permitted to attend AFL 

games in approximately three weeks. This is an indicative figure only, and would still require 

State government approval, however presents a promising stat for community football. 

NATIONAL CABINET 

On Friday 12 June, the National Cabinet met to discuss the return of larger public 

gatherings. Prime Minister Scott Morrison addressed the media and make the following 

points: 

(a) The PM says socially-distanced crowds of 10,000 could soon go to concerts and 

sporting matches 

(b) The 100-person rule on indoor gatherings will be removed 

(c) All states and territories are on track to complete to move to the new rules next 

month 

The Prime Minister said States were working toward rules which would let stadiums capable 

of seating up to 40,000 people host crowds of up to 10,000. He said states and territories 

were on track to implement the changes in July. The changes would apply to events like 



   
 

sporting matches, concerts and festivals, though venues would only be able to seat 25 per 

cent of their capacity. 

"It would have to be a large, open area. There would need to be seats at the appropriate 
distance. It would need to be ticketed, so people would be able to understand who was in 
attendance at that event," Mr Morrison said. Mr Morrison said venues with capacities of 
more than 40,000 people could be allowed to fill a quarter of their seats, but said the details 
of that were still being worked out in conjunction with chief health officers around the 
country. 

Clearly, from the evidence above, if crowds at matches is the sticking point on Sunraysia 
clubs wanting to participate in football, then more announcements will pave the way for 
crowds to return. There is evidence to suggest this will be sooner rather than later. 

COMPARATIVE RESTRICTIONS AROUND THE STATE (as at 16 June 2020) 

 

STATE Trainings Season 

Commencements 

Spectators/Crowds Bars/Restaurants 

ACT 19 June 

full 

contact 

trainings 

10 July all contact 

sports (all ages) 

19 June All indoor and 

outdoor gatherings to 

max of 100 people 

within 1 per 4sqm rule 

19 June max number of 

patrons excluding staff 

can be served alcohol 

without food.  

NSW 1 July full 

contact 

training 

1 July all contact 

sports 

1 July, cultural and 

sporting events at 

outdoor venues with a 

maximum capacity of 

40,000 will be allowed 

up to 25% of their 

normal capacity. Events 

must be ticketed and 

seated and follow strict 

guidelines 

Capacity must not 

exceed 50 customers 

or one customer per 4 

square metres (excluding 

staff) per existing 

separate seated food or 

drink area, whichever is 

the lesser. Venues may 

have multiple existing 

seated areas. 

SA 1 June full 

contact 

training 

25 June all contact 

sports 

Crowds of up to 300 19 June up to 75 people 

per room/enclosed space 

VIC 22 June 

(Juniors) 

and 13 

July 

(Seniors) 

22 June (Juniors) 

and 20 July 

(Seniors) 

Crowds to congregate 

in groups of no more 

than 20. Groups 

intends plural, so 

potentially no cap on 

numbers. 

Increased number of 

patrons in restaurants, 

cafes and pubs to open 

to up to 50 seated 

patrons per space. 

Maximum group size of 

20 applies. 

Bars and clubs can have 

up to 50 patrons per 

space. Maximum group 

size of 20 applies. 

 

https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/what-you-can-and-cant-do-under-rules/four-square-metre-rule
https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/what-you-can-and-cant-do-under-rules/four-square-metre-rule


   
 

WA 6 June full 

contact 

training 

18 July all contact 

sports 

6 June can have 

crowds of up to 300 

people but could apply 

for additional through 

the Chief Medical 

Officer. 

6 June up to 100 

persons on a 2 person 

per sqm ratio 

 

Looking at the state of the ease of restrictions in other states, we are moving quickly towards 

normality. A reminder that these figures are at the authoring of this document, 16 June 2020. 

The proposed start date of a season is still one month away.  

LEAGUE INITIATIVES 

Each week, the Regional General Managers of each region (includes my role as Area 

Manager) meet over a conference call. Key initiatives that are discussed include the 

following: 

(a) There is a consensus that if more than 2 clubs withdraw from competitions, a league 

would no longer be considered as legitimate. 

(b) League sponsored awards. Currently clubs are limited in their monetary awards that 

can be given to players for good performances without them being included as a 

fringe benefit under the cap. There is no restriction on league monetary awards, 

which could be offered up to entice good players to remain in the league considering 

reductions in salary cap payments.  

(c) Umpires subsidies to help clubs afford the payment of umpires. Many leagues have 

applied for the community sport survival package which has been used towards an 

umpiring subsidy for clubs.  

(d) The league foregoes its profits in the record and allows clubs to keep what they sell 

to assist in payment of umpires’ costs. I don’t know what the arrangement is with the 

SFNL in relation to football records, but the Gippsland League charges a levy for the 

production of the booklet, and clubs can keep the difference. Their proposal is to 

drop the levy, the league will wear the cost of production, and clubs can keep the 

income entirely.  

CLUB INITIATIVES 

On the same basis as above, some of the club level initiatives that have been discussed: 

(a) Raise the price of admission by a couple of dollars and market heavily on helping the 

club survive. Whilst much of the community have lost jobs and are on welfare, a large 

portion of the community have not. Some have found substantial savings in not 

having pubs/clubs open, some are benefiting from welfare schemes, whilst some 

have not suffered any impact to their personal incomes at all. In a shortened season, 

there may be an appetite for football more than ever before. 

(b) Charging home players a gate fee. This is considered taboo in Victoria but is a 

common occurrence in Western Australia. Again, it would need some messaging 

around players chipping in to support the club and may not be well received. But it is 

an option that requires discussion. Social sport often requires players to pay $10 to 

play. This is not uncommon in social basketball, corporate tennis or mixed netball 

competitions. It’s not entirely unreasonable to expect that, should players want to 



   
 

play, clubs could charge their own players a small entry fee to assist with the cost of 

putting on the game.  

(c) Clubs look at increasing raffle-related offerings on match day. First goal scorer 

raffles, player purchases and door prize raffles were among the considerations.  

(d) Profit share for the filming of the games with local media companies. Some clubs 

have engaged local newspapers and media companies for the filming of their games. 

The property in this production typically rested with the clubs in exchange for a 

payment of a recording fee. Instead, under various proposals, clubs would allow 

media companies to film the game and the property in that recording rests with the 

media company to live stream and market it accordingly in exchange for a 

percentage profit share. This has been considered attractive to media companies 

who have been struggling for income.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Within the space of two weeks in late March/early April, the entirety of the country was put 

into lock down. Within the space of one month (remembering that groups of 10 were 

permitted to resume outdoor exercise on 19 May 2020, we have seen a return date for large 

group trainings, competitions for Under 18’s and a date set for the resumption of senior 

contact trainings and competitions. Whilst there is still some slight ambiguity around crowds, 

there is clearly fast movements towards crowd restrictions being lifted almost entirety. 

With all of this in the works, we still have another month to go before the start. The end of 

the tunnel is far closer compared to the time required to get from complete lock down until 

now.  

I proposed to the SFNL Board that a phased approach be taken to accommodate the return 

to competition. Phase 1 would include a four-week block of league sanctioned non-contact 

training. Phase 2 would be a league sanctioned four-week block of contact training and 

phase 3 would be competition matches. At the end of each phase, the league could meet 

and discuss both progress and any other legislative concerns that may be a factor in the 

league’s continuance. It also allows the league to stay agile to any potential changes or 

abruptions.  

The SFNL would be one of the only leagues to play in 2020, which presents tremendous 

opportunity to show case the game in our region. It not only offers players in our region the 

opportunity to play, but it gives football-thirsty spectators a chance to attend and get some 

football in before needing to wait another year. It has the potential to attract players to your 

clubs with the use of permits and any potential transfers and we have the ability to attract 

interest from a broader audience.  

The SFNL will have both AFL Victoria’s and AFL Sunraysia’s full support, however we 

encourage a return to competition and would look forward to working with clubs to ensure 

that can be facilitated.  

If you have any queries, or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact 

Don Harley (don.harley@afl.com.au).  

Kind regards, 

 

mailto:don.harley@afl.com.au


   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


